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Abstract--Following the (Bellman-type) differential quadrature method presented by Qlaqf~ and Mason 
[I] for the solution of ordinary and partial differential equations, QlaQf~ [2] presented a new integral 
quadrature method for the solution of integral equations. Although the integral quadrature is of uniform 
applicability o a broad range of linear, nonlinear singular and nonsingular F edholm or Volterra integral 
equations, only linear systems were considered by Qlat?f~ [2]. In this paper, the case of mildly singular 
Fredholm and Volterra integral equations, with a logarithmic kernel, is considered. 
1. DIFFERENTIAL QUADRATURE EQUATIONS 
1.1. Differential quadrature quations 
The differential quadrature method has been described by QlaQfe. and Mason [1] for solving a 
first order initial value ordinary differential equation: 
dy/dx  =f (x ,  y); x ~ [a, b]; y(a)  = y~, (1) 
by approximating the desired function y(x )  globally in the interval [a, b] by the Lagrange 
interpolating polynomial PN-) (X), of degree N - 1: 
N 
y(x )  = Pu-, (x) + c (x) = ~ Lv(x)y(x~) + E(x). (2) 
v=l 
Here 
e(x) = Tu(x)y('V)(x)/N! (3) 
is the global error of the approximation and is given by 
1 
H (x)ll I[y' (x)ll II r (x) II, (4) 
and Lv(x) are the Lagrangian interpolants defined, for v = 1 . . . . .  N, by 
N 
Lv(x) = I-I x __=-  x k Tu(x)/[(x - Xk)T~(xk)], (5) 
kffi I Xv ~ Xk 
k#v 
where Tu is defined as the "product" or associated polynomial, 
Tu(x)  = (x - x l ) (x  - x2) " " (x - xu), (6) 
which in this paper shall be chosen to be the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Since the 
Lagrangian interpolants exactly satisfy the equation 
N 
dL~(x)/dx = ~ a},')Lk(x), (7) 
k=l  
and are orthogonal for every othogonal product polynomial, the differential quadrature equivalent 
of the initial value problem is a set of N "field" quadrature equations, one at each "field" or internal 
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node, {xv = cos(N - v + 1/2)rr/N}, namely, 
dy . . . .  N 
dx = ~" ~o)Yk =f (x , ,  Y~), v = 1, 2, N, (8) - -  t~vk . . . ,  
k=l  
together with the differential quadrature representation of the initial condition 
N 
y(a)  = y~ = ~, Lk(a)Yk, (9) 
k=l  
where Yk is the computed value of y (Xk). These equations for { Yk } are in general nonlinear and 
the standard Newton-type iteration methods are adopted; for linear problems, equation (8) is a 
linear algebraic system. The procedure for solution is to choose any N-  1 field quadrature 
equations (8) together with the one boundary quadrature quation (9). The residual obtained from 
the remaining "superfluous" field equation serves as an error check for the quadrature solution. 
1.2. Differential quadrature coefficients 
From the exact relation: 
dULk(Xv)/dx ~ = a~), (10) 
differential quadrature coefficients a~ ) may be computed. [Note that at the nodes, the Lagrangian 
interpolants reduce to the Kronecker delta, i.e. Lk(Xv) = a~ °) = bvk.] Hence the first order (# = l) 
differential quadrature coefficients are defined by 
t / . a~ ~ = TN(Xi) /[(xi -  x,)TN(Xv)], i ~ v, 
. . . .  ( l l )  = TN(X,)/[2TN(Xv)], i=  V. 
However, for TN(X) = cos(N arc cos x), and x in the real interval [ - 1, + 1], the relation 
TN(X) -2  N-l 
- x ~"  Tk(X)Tk(Xj), (12) 
x -- xj TN+I(Xj) k=o 
where the primes denote that the first term is to be halved [3] may be exploited to obtain the 
simplification 
1 2 N~,,, 
aC)__  , (13) 'v - N r , (x , ) rk (x~) .  
kf f i0  
Note that E(x) = 0 for polynomials of degree N - 1 or less. Alternative representation may be 
derived in matrix form [2] 
AV = W or A = WV -I, (14) 
where the matrix of quadrature coefficients A, the Vandermonde matrix V and the matrix of 
function values W are defined by 
(1)1 [x~-t], W [wo.l=[(j 1)x~-2]. (15) A =[a o j, V=[vi j ]= = - 
2. INTEGRAL QUADRATURE EQUATIONS 
Some basic quadrature or combinations of the basic quadrature and finite difference methods 
for solving integral equations may be found in Baker [4] or Delves and Walsh [5] and others (for 
reference, see Brunner [6]). These are not, in general, applicable to Volterra equations. However, 
a general integral quadrature method for solving both Fredholm and Volterra integral equations 
has been given by Qlaqf~ [2]. For simplicity only the case of nonsingular linear systems was treated 
fully. In this paper the case of singular kernels, are considered, and again for simplicity, the 
following linear integral equation with a logarithmic kernel is treated fully: 
fp(x) f (x )= l og lx -y l f (y )dy+g(x) ;  a<<.x<<,b, (16) 
da 
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where g(x), and f(a) =fo say, are prescribed, and f (x)  is to be determined. For Fredholm type 
integral equations p(x) = b and for Volterra type equations, p(x) = x. Without loss of generality 
we may set a = -b  = -1 .  It is assumed that g(x) is sufficiently smooth so that the smoothness 
o f f (x )  is assured. We proceed to determine the integral quadrature representation f the above 
through the use of the following integral quadrature coefficients. 
2.1. Integral quadrature coefficients 
The standard Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature may be written 
f 
+l  ~ N 
y(x)w(x) dx = ~ ~ y(xk), (17) 
-1  ~ '  kffil 
where w(x)=(1-x2)  -~a denotes the weight function associated with orthogonality of the 
Chebyshev polynomials and xk are the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial T~(x). It is well-known 
that the above quadrature is exact for polynomials of degree 2N-  1 or less. However, if 
y(x)=v(x)/w(x), where v(x) is regular in the interval [ -1,  +1], then the standard 
Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature fails to give exact values for any polynomial. For example if v (x) = 1 
a constant, hen the quadrature approximates the exact value 2 by rt for all N. Also if v = x 2 and 
N = 3, then the exact value 2/3 is approximated by rt/4 with an error of 22%. The new differential 
quadrature defined by Qla9f~ and Mason [1] and the integral quadrature defined by Qla9f~ [2] both 
rely on use of the approximate Lagrangian interpolating polynomial given by equation (2). If for 
example N = 3, the value of the integral above with v = x 2 is 
4 ~ 4 z 
08/ 
which is exact. More generally therefore, the new integral quadrature is exact for polynomials of 
degree N-  1 or less. Hence since 
y(x)= f(t)dt. (19) 
-1  
is a function of x, substituting this into equation (2) yields the result 
f ( ( )  d( = L,(x) f(~) d(. (20) 
I i~ l  - I  
Consequently if f (x) is substituted for y(x) in equation (2) and the Volterra integral quadrature 
coefficients are denoted by {go}, then 
N /~ x i N 
= Zg J , .  (21) 
j= l  d -  1 j= l  
By appropriate integration and using equation (12), it has been shown that 
go=N-'  l+x,+xj(x~-- l )+ ~ Tk(xj) + . (22) 
k=2 k+l  k -  
Clearly by setting x~ = 1 in the above, the corresponding Fredholm integral quadrature coefficients, 
{g7 }, are derived from this simplification, namely 
2 [  ~ '  1+( -1)  k] 
g* =~ 1 -k=: rk(Xj) --~: f j .  (23) 
An alternative representation, i  matrix form, of the integral quadrature coefficients G = [g0] is 
given by the symbolic form 
GV=For  G=FV- I ,  (24) 
where V has been defined in equations (14) and (15) above and 
/" ---- [r~] ---- I x  { - -  ( - -  1)J]/j. (25)  
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2.2. Logarithmic kernel 
For  the logarithmic kernel, we introduce 
f+' 
S~(x) = log Ix -y lT~(y)dy.  (26) 
J y=- I  
By exploiting the recurrence relations of the Chebyshev polynomials, S,(x) may be calculated by 
a similar recurrence formula starting with 
So(x) = (1 - x)log(1 - x) + (1 + x)log(1 + x) - 2, (27) 
2 [ ~ ]--X Sl(x)  = ~(1 -x  )log~ T -~x)  - x, (28) 
S2(x) = [~(1 - x 3) - (1 x)llog(1 x) + ~ -4  2 - - ix + [23-(1 + x 3) (1 + x)]log(1 + x) (29) 
and 
S3(x) = 2xS2(x) - S t (x) - {(1 - x)21og(1 - x) - (1 + x) 2 log(1 + x) + 2x} 
-- 4x[(1 - x3)log(1 - x) + (1 + x3)log(1 + x)] + ~x + ]x 3. (30) 
And generally, for r > 2, it is easy to show that 
r + 2 2xS~ (x) - ~ - 2 6(1 - ( - I)r) 
+ lS~+, (x )= _ -21 s,_, (x ) -  (7~ 2: T)-(7~ z 7~ ) 
2 
r 2 - 1 {(1 -- x)log(1 - x) - ( - 1)'(1 + x)log(l  + x)}. (31) 
For  the corresponding Volterra case, the upper limit, ( + 1), of equation (26) is replaced by x to 
get R,(x) where 
Ro(x) = (1 + x)log(1 + x) - (1 + x), (32) 
R~(x) = -~(1 - x2)log(1 + x) + ¼(1 - x) 2 - x 2, (33) 
R2(x) = ~xRt (x) - Ro(x) + ~1 + x)log(1 + x) - 2(1 + x 3) (34) 
and 
R3(x) = 2xR2(x)+~(1 +x) log(1 +x)+ I 2 2 {ix - g}O - x:). (35) 
Similarly, for r > 2, we find that 
r+2r  + 1 r -2  Rr+t(x)=2xRr(x)--~-~__lR~_~(x)+ ( - 1)' (1 + x)log(1 +x)  
6(1 - ( - 1) r) T,+2(x ) T,(x) T~_2(x ) 
- ( r  2 -1 ) ( r  2 -4 )  2 ( r+ l ) ( r+2)  +(r  2-1-----~ 2( r -1 ) ( r -2 ) "  (36) 
2.3. Error estimate 
In a manner similar to that used for estimating the differential quadrature rror, the integral 
quadrature rror may be estimated by the Lanczos tau-method (see, for example, Lanczos or Ortiz 
[8]). Since the quadrature solution is exact for the perturbed equation 
I 
p(x) 
F(x)= log Ix -y IF (y )dy  +g(x)+~T*(x) ,  (37) 
,da 
where F(x) is the quadrature approximation to f (x ) ,  an estimate of  the error l e (x)l may be derived 
from 
f o(x) E(x) = log Ix -y le (y )dy  +zT*(x), (38) 
da 
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by removing the singularity to obtain 
ff tx){e(x) - e(y)}log Ix -y [  dy + TT*(x) e(x) = (39) 
{1 + [(x --y)log (Ix -Y  I-- 1)]~ x)} 
We observe that, if F~ = F(x~), then for the Volterra case, 
N 
Izl =g le ( -  1)1 =Klg(a) -  ~ Lv( -  1)Fvl, (40) 
vffil 
where K is constant, and hence le ( -  1) = O(z). 
For the Fredholm case (i.e. p(x)= + 1), we observe that the polynomial representation (2) is 
identical with the truncated series expansion 
N- I  
f (x )  = ~ "bj Tj(x), (41) 
j=0 
where, upon using the discrete orthogonality relations of the Chebyshev polynomials, we may write 
2 N 
bj = ~ ~l f  (xm)Tj(xm). (42) 
Upon substituting the truncated series for f (x )  and equating coefficients of T~(x) we obtain the 
value of v. Using the expression for bj above with N replaced by 2N, we obtain 
~ = -- ~jffi~ g(yj) + = "bmSm(yj)TN(yj) , (43) 
where yj are the zeros of T2N(X) which is the equivalent of equation (40). It is of interest o note 
that the expansion in power series of x fails at the end points of the interval [ -  1, + 1]. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION FOR NONSTANDARD LIMITS 
For standard interval [ - 1, + 1] the quadrature representation of the mildly singular integral 
equation (16) may now be written in the form 
2 N N- I  
Fj = Nv~= Fv k=0 ~ "rk(xv)Sk(x,) +g(x,); i = 1 . . . . .  N, (44) 
where (") denotes that the 0th term is to be halved. Although this representation exists for the 
Fredholm case, it appears to be a new representation for the Volterra case. If 
g(x)  = x -- ½[x 2 log(x) + (l - x2)log(1 - x) - x - ~, (45) 
in the interval a = 0 and p(x)  = + l, then conversion to the standard interval [ - l, + 1] transforms 
(16) into: 
1, ~-f'+~ l ( '+'  
¢ (() = ~ log(j)J_~ ¢ (r/) dr /+ ~ J - i  log 1( - r/1¢ (r/) dr /+ g((( + I)/2). (46) 
The first integral in equation (46) is transformed into integral quadrature quations by making 
use of equation (23), whilst the second integral in equation (46) is transformed by making use 
of equations (23), (27)-(31). The Volterra equation has the same transformation if g* is replaced 
by gu, and if equations (27)-(31) are replaced by equations (32)-(36). Moreover, for the Volterra 
case, we have chosen the following suitable prescribed function g(x) to replace equation (45), 
namely, 
g(x) = x + ½ x2[ 3 - log (x)], (47) 
so that the solution for both cases is f (x )= x. 
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Table 1. Comparison of  maximum errors [equation (46)] 
Baker's modified New integral 
Nodes N quadrature quadrature 
2 1.3(-02) --  
4 3 .6( -03)  1 .0( -  17) 
8 1.0(-03) 1.0(- 17) 
12 - -  1.0( - 07) 
16 2.7( - 04) 1.0( - 17) 
24 - -  1.0( - 07) 
32 7 .1( -05)  - -  
64 1.8(-05) --  
Baker's modified quadrature vs this quadrature. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
Numerical calculations have been performed on the VAX 8700 at RMCS using the NAG 
subroutine F04ATF for values of N = 4, 8, 12 and 16. Table 1 shows the maximum errors of the 
quadrature solution of equation (46), for the Fredholm case, for various values of the nodes N. 
The new integral quadrature method gives results for 4, 8, 12, 16 and 24 nodes, (i.e. accurate to 
within machine rror 1E - 17). It should be noted that the remark by Qlagf~ [2] that nodes 12 and 
24 give poorer accuracy than for nodes 4, 8 and 16, has been found to be erroneous: the apparent 
error in accuracy arose from a particular double precision arithmetical calculation imprecision 
which has now been corrected. The accuracy for the Volterra case is also of the order 1E-  17. 
In comparison with the "modified" quadrature defined in Baker [4, Example 5.9, p. 536], for the 
Fredholm case treated here, maximum errors obtained by Baker [4], for equation (46), are shown 
also in Table 1. We observe that the least error by Baker is 1.8E - 05 using 64 nodes which result 
is worse than that for any number of nodes demonstrated in this paper. 
Baker factored out the singularity in the integrand to obtain a modified quadrature. However, 
the presence of the nearly singular kernel in his modified quadrature (algebraic) equations induces 
somewhat large errors in the solution of these equations. Our integral quadrature, on the other 
hand, is an integrated form of equation (46) and has consequently removed all singularities: all the 
functions S~(x) introduced in our solution are well defined, continuous and regular in the open 
interval ( - l, + 1). In any case our method is exact for polynomials of degree less than N. These 
differences may explain why our results are more accurate than those of Baker for the Fredholm 
case. No corresponding attempt appears to have been made by Baker for the Volterra case for 
which his modified quadrature method appears to be cumbersome or unsuitable. For a better 
comparison of the two methods, solutions for entire functions {f(x)}, such as sin(x) or exp(x), 
will be considered elsewhere. In conclusion we observe again that the integral quadrature method, 
much like the differential quadrature method, is also outstandingly efficient and accurate for both 
singular and nonsingular cases and constitutes a considerable saving of time and effort over for 
example, the finite difference method. 
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